
The FLEXIDOME corner 7100i IR camera from Bosch is ideal for 
correctional, healthcare, and public and social housing facility 
professionals. It helps them monitor enclosed spaces, like rooms, 
elevator cabs, and vestibules while respecting individual privacy. 
Its no-grip design supports a ligature-resistant environment, 
preventing the attachment of cords, ropes, or other materials to 
avert self-harm. 

The corner-mounted camera has a wide field of view to help 
eliminate blind spots. A 6MP sensor provides forensic details 
for high-quality images even in low light. Intelligent IR is nearly 
invisible and prevents over exposure. 

Its impact-resistant (IK10+ 50J) housing withstands brute force; 
a scratch-resistant bubble protects the lens. It prevents water 
ingress and corrosion (IK66) and withstands high-pressure 
washers during cleaning. The faceplate design stops the 
concealment of hazardous or illegal items. It pairs video with 
audio AI for detecting and classifying objects and loud, abnormal 
sounds, which helps security teams verify alarms and respond 
quickly to life-threatening situations.

FLEXIDOME 
corner 7100i IR
ENHANCING SAFETY AND 
SECURITY FOR FACILITIES

Corner-mount and 
anti-ligature (no 

grip) camera with 
IK10+ 50J (IK11) 

impact rating. Easy to 
replace accessories

Robust and 
no-grip design


6MP sensor with HDR 

and invisible IR (940nm) 
captures forensic details. 
A wide-angle lens offers 

131-degree horizontal and 
96-degree vertical views 

without blind spots

Most reliable 
detection and precise 
classification (both 

audio and video 
analytics)

Excellent 
imaging

Built-in Artificial 
Intelligence (AI)

Highest quality – backed 
by 5-year warranty. 

Highest level of 
data security. 

Secure by design, 
including optional 
fiber connectivity

Trusted

Alerts if problems or 
tampering occurs

Premium performance 
and reliability

  



FLEXIDOME corner 7100i IR

Specifications

FLEXIDOME 
corner 7100i IR

6MP 1/1.8"  
sensor

(940nm) up to  
15 m / 50 ft

Intelligent IR HDR


IVA Pro 
Buildings

IVA Pro 
Perimeter

Low Light 
Sensitivity 

Order number Ordering information

NCE-7703-FK NCE-7703-FK Fixed dome 6MP corner IR Vandal resistant 6 MP corner camera with IVA Pro, 
Intelligent Audio Analytics, HDR, 940nm IR and IP66 protection, NDAA compliant

NCE-7703-FK-GOV NCE-7703-FK-GOV Fixed dome 6MP corner IR Vandal resistant 6 MP corner camera with IVA Pro, 
Intelligent Audio Analytics, HDR, 940nm IR and IP66 protection, NDAA and TAA compliant

NDA-7080-CBB NDA-7080-CBB Conduit back box, corner Conduit back box, corner

NDA-7080-FP NDA-7080-FP Replacement face plate, corner Replacement face plate, corner

NDA-7080-IR940 NDA-7080-IR940 Replacement cover IR 940nm Replacement cover IR 940nm

MSD-064G IP security microSD card 64GB with health status monitoring

MSD-128G IP security microSD card 128 GB with health status monitoring

MSD-256G IP security microSD card 256GB with health status monitoring

MVC-IAA-GUN Gunshot Detector License 1-year, perpetual

The Bosch FLEXIDOME corner 7100i IR cameras are available through:

NEMA 
4x

IK10+ 
50J

IP66 
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